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Introduction

The concept of innovation in organisations has become an important issue along with the
increasing competitiveness of markets. Many companies realised that it is crucial to
constantly develop their value proposition and innovate not only to attract new clients but
also to avoid losing current ones. On the other hand, reports indicate that the global
financial crisis in 2007 had an impact on the innovation process within enterprises. The
harsh economic conditions indeed sometimes lead to reducing investments (Kanerva and
Hollanders, 2009) but more interestingly change the motivation for innovation. Apart
from increasing competitiveness or customer satisfaction, companies seek to use
innovation as a tool to reduce production costs (Andrew et al., 2009a). This can lead to a
conclusion that even in the post crisis times the question is no longer why but how to
innovate successfully.
One of the answers to this question is: with the help of communities gathered around
and inside the enterprise. In this paper, we investigate the concept of community powered
innovation and in particular focus on a sub-domain of innovation management called idea
management. The contemporary systems in this area are typically implemented with
web-based technologies and are used to collect ideas from a particular community to
select the best concepts for implementation and deployment. In addition, one of the
important rising roles of idea management systems is to connect the so called fuzzy
front-end of innovation with other enterprise processes to efficiently manage innovation.
Most of the initiatives to improve or extend idea management software are
undertaken by the industry while in academia the concept has not been discussed much.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide an introduction to the topic and in addition
propose a formal categorisation of techniques that occur during the idea management
process. The rest of the article is organised as follows. First, to bring better understanding
of the topic, we summarise the past efforts in the domain and give appliance examples
based on commercial case studies (see Section 2). Next, in Section 3, we present the ‘idea
life cycle’ – a set of consequent stages in the idea management process driven by
interactions of different actors and communities with the system and the changes in data.
Building on top of that framework, we propose how the quality of the entire process can
be improved through gathering feedback on each stage of the life cycle (see Section 4).
Finally, the main conclusions of the article are drawn out in Section 5.

2

Brief history of idea management

Innovation management practices are not new and have been introduced in various
organisations much before the burst of IT systems (e.g., Toyota has a history of over 30
years of innovation management oriented towards the capture of ideas (Baumgartner,
2004). However, the term ‘idea management’, as used today in relation to the IT market,
has been created in reference to systems that emerged in the late 90s (Rozwell et al.,
2002). Those platforms aim to aid all aforementioned practices of idea management and
allow organisations track community generated ideas as they progress through enterprise
procedures. The goals and scope of those tools has been continuously evolving ever since
their origins.
Historically, the precursors of idea management systems were simple suggestion
boxes maintained as part of internal corporate systems or with the advent of internet –
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company homepage. However, this approach did not introduce any software facilities that
would actually aid the management of captured community ideas. These suggestion
boxes were just an additional input mechanism. The progress came with connecting the
technology with dedicated back-end facilities. The abilities to store, display and organise
the submitted ideas gave birth to idea management systems. One of the drawbacks at the
time, that limited the software capabilities, was simple user input structure. This has
changed along with the huge popularity burst of the internet and the rise of the so called
social web. The idea management systems have taken advantage of the Web 2.0
techniques to extend the original submission boxes as idea capture methods. As a
consequence, richer and better organised user input data brought new opportunities to
develop management back-ends towards better data presentation and selection.
While the initial period of idea management systems evolution was about harnessing
basic technologies and setting directions, the contemporary systems focus on defining a
formalised software-aided idea management process that is well defined, traceable and
most importantly repeatable. On top of that, in search of new methodologies, some
additional practices are proposed to extend the existing phases towards other areas of
innovation management, e.g., the idea generation towards creativity studies [implemented
in Ingenuity Bank (IBank, 2009)] or idea assessment and status monitoring towards
market studies and strategic planning [e.g., in Accept Ideas (AcceptIdeas, 2009)].

3

Idea life cycle

An idea management system is a software aided approach to manage innovation
on its stages of evolution: idea generation, idea improvement, idea selection, idea
implementation and idea deployment.
•

Idea generation is about reaching out to the community or a particular group of
people and extracting the ideas from them.

•

Idea improvement is about enabling people to collaborate with each other to improve
the ideas gathered.

•

Idea selection aims to harness the high volume of data submitted by the crowds and
choose the best ideas.

•

Idea implementation starts at a point when an idea gets a positive review and is
accepted to be put into production. The goal of this stage is to transform ideas into
products or services.

•

Idea deployment is the process that tracks the successfulness of ideas after they have
been delivered to the target audience as products.

Ideally, input and output of all of those stages should be closed in a cycle to reuse the
data for improving the quality of future ideas and idea management procedures
(see Section 4). Furthermore, each of the stages in this cycle can involve participation of
many actors coming often from different communities, either inside the company or from
an external environment (see Figure 1). In the next subsections, we shall detail the
techniques in each stage that push the data changes in ideas across the life cycle
(see Figure 2). We shall also highlight the practices and activities characteristic for each
of the phases.
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Figure 1

Idea life cycle and communities (see online version for colours)

Figure 2

Idea life cycle data evolution (see online version for colours)

3.1 Idea generation
The input for this phase is gathered from the people that interact with a computer system
or telecommunication infrastructure. The end product of this phase is a semi-formalised
idea. This goal can be achieved in a number of ways depending on the idea capture
method:
•

push methods (user is explicitly asked for ideas on a given topic)

•

pull methods (user ideas are extracted or inferred from some content)
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Among the push methods the most popular solution is simple web input form [e.g., used
in products of Salesforce (2009), BrightIdea (WebStorm, 2009) and most of other on the
market] where user fills out the data corresponding to the idea formalisation such as: title,
summary, etc. However, some other possibilities are: a guided process [e.g., indirect
questions that lead to formalisation of idea in Ingenuity Bank (IBank, 2009)] or dedicated
services connected to external input devices [e.g., mobile phone (IBank, 2009)].
Additionally, systems based on the push methods can be constructed to support either a
single user idea generation process or a collaborative idea generation process [e.g.,
through brainstorming (IBank, 2009; Idearium, 2009)].
On the other hand, the pull methods are about extracting ideas either from textual
content (e.g., social media) or based on verbal contacts with the client. The key element
of this method is that information analysed is not submitted by the user with intention of
idea generation. The techniques used, aim to separate ideas from unrelated opinions
and unwanted content. Among those techniques, we can distinguish: data mining
(Cabena et al., 1997) in conjunction opinion mining (Liu, 2008) for textual content
located outside organisation systems or integration with other systems and implementing
data flows for content within the organisations systems, e.g., customer relationship
management integration [e.g., implemented by Salesforce (2009)].
Apart of deciding upon the usage of either push and pull input techniques the item
that especially matters at the idea generation stage is encouraging the inventors to
actually approach the system and contribute their ideas or opinions and secondly to
ensure the good quality of the content. The support for such activities is being quite often
built into idea management systems as part of the preparation process for idea generation
competitions (e.g., as a reward system for best innovators).
Finally, the outcome of all the aforementioned practices of this phase is an interlinked
set of data that can be broken down into following:
•

idea title

•

idea summary

•

idea category (assignment to some fixed predefined categories)

•

idea tags (categorisation with custom keywords) – attachments (rich media like
pictures, videos, etc.)

•

creation date

•

inventor information (idea is interlinked with user profile)

•

submission method (optional depending on system capabilities)

•

idea status (indicates the position of idea in the company internal process pipeline)

•

collaboration permissions (some default preset depending on the system and selected
scenario for idea collaboration).

3.2 Idea improvement
Once the ideas are submitted it is a good practice to immediately share them with public
and see what other participants of the idea competition think. This way, before ideas are
assessed by dedicated staff from the organisation, data is incubated in the community for
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a period of time, improved and confronted with mass opinion. Idea Improvement is about
community interaction and collaboration. Therefore, this stage includes:
•

all the post processing of ideas done by the community after the original content is
submitted

•

the moderation practices needed to organise that content and support the community.

The post processing techniques can be directed towards modification of existing idea
content or extending it. In case of modifications the same input techniques as used during
the idea generation are valid, however in addition it is needed to set the rules for
modifications and track changes. The modification policies require inclusion of profiling,
authentication and privilege lists inside the idea management system. Once this is
available a direct extension is traceability of changes which can be resolved though idea
versioning [e.g., in Accept Ideas (AcceptIdeas, 2009)] handled similar to source code
management (SCM) such as SVN (Subversion, 2009) or CVS (2009). Sometimes both
profiling and versioning challenges are resolved with existing technologies, e.g., through
implementing wiki-like input (AcceptIdeas, 2009).
The support for modifying ideas by community members is useful, however it
requires a lot of dedication and effort from an individual. Therefore, the techniques that
allow users to make small additions to extend ideas are equally important: discussion
support, community ranking methods, and idea interlinking.
The discussions between idea competition participants are most often facilitated with
the model taken directly from Web 2.0 social spaces such as forums, blogs, etc. In
practice, this is implemented as comments for ideas (e.g., in IdeaScale, 2009) but
also sometimes extends to additional forums, dedicated blogs or even external
popular community sites (such as Facebook or Twitter) integrated with the idea
management system, e.g., in Salesforce Ideas deployments from Dell (2009) or Starbucks
(StarbucksIdea, 2009).
Idea comments and discussions are a natural way to improve ideas and express
opinions, however this type of user input is not quantified and hard to analyse when it
grows in size. Therefore, idea management systems often introduce additional tools for
quantified community-based idea ranking:
•

simple up/down ranking [often similar to Digg, e.g., Salesforce Ideas (Salesforce,
2009]

•

buying and selling idea shares [in systems that implement prediction market
mechanisms (Spann and Skiera, 2003), e.g., Nesco Idea Exchange (Nesco, 2009) or
IDEM (Bothos et al., 2008)]

•

idea games (idea competition participants compete according to a set of rules, e.g.,
ref-Quest (Baalsrud Hauge et al., 2008) or Idealyst (Toubia, 2006)

•

hybrid ranking systems [e.g., up/down ranking combined with a limited pool of votes
that is refilled based on some rules, e.g., Newsfutures Idea Pageant (Newsfutures,
2009)].

The above ranking methods are one of the attempts to move some of the problems of the
idea assessment phase (see Section 3.3) into the community improvement stage.
However, it is not the only technique practised for community supported assessment. In
addition, quite often idea management systems deliver simple support for idea
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interlinking. In most systems this is implemented as duplicate detection that results in a
decrease of information volume during assessment phase. However, it could also be
possible to extend this concept up to similarity comparison (e.g., feature similarity based
on research done in opinion mining (Hu and Liu, 2004), time-line dependencies [partially
implemented in reference to idea requirements in Accept Ideas (AcceptIdeas, 2009)], or
idea evolution dependencies (done in many systems in a simple form of idea status
tracking).
Similarly as in the idea generation phase, all types of activities performed during the
idea improvement phase result in additional data added to the idea description:
•

community ranking data

•

idea comments

•

links to related ideas

•

links to artefacts outside the idea management systems (e.g., social collaborative
portals, external implicitly user linked media, etc.)

•

idea versioning data (full versioning information or partial, e.g., modification date).

3.3 Idea selection
The goal of the following stage is to select the best ideas and propose them for
implementation. This can be achieved with data browsing and search techniques.
However, the task is not straightforward and gets complex due to the characteristics of
data from previous stages (Jouret, 2009; Turrell, 2008): high volume, big redundancy of
data, and large amount of trivial ideas. The three most important techniques to cope with
those problems are:
•

idea assessment (reviews run periodically and in parallel to the selection process)

•

machine aided data pre-processing (computational heavy tasks such as statistics,
pattern detection, etc.)

•

filtering and clustering (textual and graphical methods applied during selection to
enhance idea browsing and search).

The idea assessment done by internal organisation reviewers is supposed to enrich the
community created idea description with alignment to organisation strategy, goals and
current needs. To gather the input from reviewers similar tools as during the idea
improvement stage can be used:
•

ranking tools

•

categorisation

•

interlinking

•

textual reviews.

In contrast to community assessment the reviews done internally can be much more
complex and demanding, e.g., ranking can be split into many themed categories [e.g., in
Accept Ideas (AcceptIdeas, 2009)]. Furthermore, the assessment can be potentially
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customised through profiling of reviewers who can provide better assessment if it is
aligned to their area of expertise, e.g., market analysis, strategic planning, product cycle
placement, financial analysis (e.g., cost vs. return of investment), etc.
The input given by reviewers during this stage and by community earlier can be
processed with machine algorithms to extract additional value and calculate metrics. The
algorithms can be oriented towards mining connections in structured data (Cabena et al.,
1997) (e.g., measure average similarity ratio based on different categorisations or review
metrics) or to extract valuable information from textual comments and reviews with
natural language processing technologies (NLP) [e.g., measure opinion polarity for
ideas with opinion mining technologies (Pang et al., 2002)]. Furthermore, if the idea
management system has a well developed personalisation module then connections
between users and submitted content can be tracked and reasoned upon (e.g., detecting
patterns in community behaviour to measure individual users reputation and expertise).
In the end, both algorithm aided assessment and human assessment ultimately
produce a number of characteristics of an idea. In the selection process all this data is
utilised to deliver different view points for the person responsible to choose the final
ideas (or best candidates) for implementation. The idea database is explored by defining
criteria aligned with idea characteristics for idea filtering, ordering and search. The
techniques can be either textual (tables and lists) or graphical (diagrams, charts, other
innovative graphical presentation or navigation techniques).
On the idea selection stage ideas are enriched with the following data:
•

internal review data

•

automatic assessment data

•

idea ranking and selection data.

3.4 Idea implementation
The idea implementation phase starts when selected ideas are approved for
implementation. The goal is to transform ideas into products, services or perhaps just
actions. At this stage, idea management systems come very close to project management
tools, product life cycle management, etc. In those areas, quite often organisations
already have dedicated and specialised systems that support management and
development activities. Therefore, idea management systems take a number of
approaches ranging from complex to very limited:
•

full embedded support for project management (allocation of resources, definition of
tasks and requirements, reporting support, etc.)

•

integration with popular project management/product life cycle tools (e.g., through
open APIs)

•

no development management aside of status reporting.

Each of these approaches has been implemented in practice by companies that
successfully deliver commercial idea management platforms. When implemented by the
same vendor, the support for project management is either a module in the idea
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management platform [e.g., in Salesforce Ideas (Salesforce, 2009)] or a separate
product with very tight integration [e.g., BrightIdea Pipeline (Pipeline, 2009)]. On the
other hand, the interfaces to popular project management software or open APIs limit the
scope and complexity of idea management software to a more consistent range of tools
[e.g., Accept (AcceptIdeas, 2009) or Imaginatik (IdeaCentral, 2009) solutions]. This way
it is easier to harness the new software by using it only for the first three stages of the
idea life-cycle.
Sometimes the necessity for choosing one of the above solutions, as part of idea
management, is advocated on statistics about high research activity followed by
low innovation output ratio [e.g., statistics on innovation performance are delivered
annually in European innovation scoreboard (Scoreboard, 2009) or as innovation
reports by BCG (Andrew et al., 2009c)]. Vendors that deliver fully integrated solutions
tend to use this fact to claim that the implementation phase should be handled within
the idea management facilities. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the aforementioned
statistics most often only stress the lack of proper innovation management processes in
organisations and do not reject or favour any methods or tools to fix this. With
the following article we do not take a side is this discussion, we only wish to indicate
the necessity to take account of the idea implementation phase and raise full awareness
of it. From the point of view of idea life cycle and idea management, the biggest value
of this phase is located in the metrics and the feedback that can be taken from the
implementation stage and used to improve the entire innovation process
(see Section 4).
During the idea implementation stage ideas are enriched with the following data:
•

status and progress update on idea in the implementation pipeline

•

resources associated with idea implementation (technical, human, etc.)

•

information about iterations of the product cycle (how much effort did production
take)

•

information about problems encountered (e.g., what was the idea lacking)

•

financial data (cost of implementing idea, cost of resources, etc.).

3.5 Idea deployment
After ideas are successfully implemented as products they need to be delivered to the
customers. Similarly as with idea implementation, we wish to stress that the biggest value
of this phase for idea management is gathering data about the deployment process rather
than actual management of activities that need to be done to deliver a product.
The data added to idea description is fully related to the reception of the implemented
idea by clients. Later, this can be translated into various innovation metrics (Andrew
et al., 2009b), e.g.:
•

client satisfaction

•

return of investment

•

brand impact

•

revenue growth.
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Dependencies between idea life cycle stages

Earlier (see Section 3) we have presented an order of continuous stages in the idea life
cycle process. However, it has to be noted that, in practice, the cycle for each idea should
not end with the last phase described. For the best results the output of each stage should
be used to improve the predecessors and the entire quality idea management methodology
in the organisation (see Figure 3).
Figure 3

Idea life cycle dependencies (see online version for colours)

4.1 Idea improvement
The community rankings described earlier can be used for idea self-organisation. This
way the community’s top rated ideas can be promoted and exposed stimulating creativity
during the idea generation phase. In addition in idea management systems based on game
research (Baalsrud Hauge et al., 2008; Toubia, 2006) the community rankings can be
shown to create game winning ideas.

4.2 Idea selection
The idea ranking and assessment metadata can be easily reused in idea generation and
idea improvement phases. The data can be passed to community moderators and users
can be notified at generation time about some additional criteria for the ideas that the
organisation currently seeks. Also, the metrics defined during assessment phase can be
employed to provide hints in real time for idea usefulness (e.g., tag analysis-comparing
user input with keywords for current idea campaign). Furthermore, the defined metrics
and internal idea rankings can be used to order ideas so that the most valued ones are
additionally promoted among users during the idea competition event in the idea
improvement phase. Such practices help to show what is valuable for the company and
give a better idea for the users on how to improve their own ideas.

4.3 Idea implementation
During idea implementation the development team is given information provided by the
inventor and has to relate it to the reality of the organisation (e.g., technology process,
organisational capabilities, available resources, etc.). This way some potentially valuable
and promising ideas are intersected with typical product or service development
problems. This information can be also valuable to transfer to the idea selection phase for
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improving selection of ideas in the future (for instance as encountered problems and
issues that reviewers should pay extra attention to).
In addition, the information can be used by community moderators during the idea
improvement phase. The more the moderators are aware of desirable idea descriptions the
better they can steer and direct the community to improve the current ideas. Moderators
can point out and stimulate contributions from the crowd based on the feedback from
implementation teams that were missing particular information or in large part found
some data useless (or even making their work harder).

4.4 Idea deployment
The idea deployment phase can potentially bring a lot of valuable data as feedback for
every stage in the idea management cycle. In addition, it is not only important to reuse
the data in real time as they come but also run statistics and detect patterns of successful
and unsuccessful ideas.
For the idea implementation phase, the outcomes of ideas such as product opinions or
financial statistics like sales data or return of investment can help to identify problems in
the implementation phase (for instance two equally promising ideas selected for
implementation but due to different development team composition one got less
successful; potential reason could be, e.g., too big time to market, choosing bad technical
solution, or even skipping some of the original idea information). In practice, this
information can aid process improvement and making some strategic decisions for future
improvement. However, it has to be noted that to apply such analysis the idea
implementation process needs to be very well defined.
In the case of the idea selection phase, similar statistics as for idea implementation
can aid greatly to choose the correct ideas and in identifying patterns for ideas that turn
out to be bad in practice. Similarly, to analyse faults of the idea assessment process and
improve it, it has to be very well defined and documented (e.g., the reason why a
particular idea was chosen has to be clear and document).
In addition, properly prepared idea outcome data can be used as a motivator both in
idea generation and idea improvement phases. The ideas that got implemented and
furthermore had very good reception as services or products can be exposed as success
stories. Such practices shall both encourage potential contributors to share their ideas and
in addition deliver patterns that show how to describe ideas so that they become
successful.

5

Conclusions

In the article, we have introduced the topic of idea management systems – one of the key
software support tools associated with the area of modern innovation management. We
presented a novel classification scheme for idea management systems as well as the idea
life cycle concept. Furthermore, we have pointed out how the participative role of web
communities and enterprise communities can influence the flow of data in the entire life
cycle and pointed out the ways in which proper idea management practices can close the
cycle to interact with the communities. Nevertheless, it should be noted that for
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introductory purposes our aim was to describe the topic in a generic and accessible way.
Therefore, the presented cycle does not fit every single system in detail on the
dynamically growing idea management market nor does it cover every technique
available.
In comparison to the state of the art in the area, rather than being a comprehensive
view on the vendor landscape, we recommend this article as a framework for
characterisation of the contemporary systems and a reference on modelling information
flows between enterprises and their related communities. We perceive and use ourselves
the presented research and gathered knowledge as a basis for referring to particular
elements of the idea management systems and recognising areas in which techniques
from other domains can be applied to harness community created innovation data.
In terms of future trends, in our opinion the development of idea management
technologies will continue on all stages of the presented idea life cycle. As the web
evolves and services direct towards mobility, the user front-ends of idea management
systems shall follow adapting to new ways of interaction with the communities in pursuit
of extending the user base and increasing market penetration. On the other hand, the
contemporary problems of informational chaos and data overflow in the communities
will force to continue the development and improvement of back-end systems that
facilitate the late stages of the idea life cycle.
Furthermore, we notice that it is an important question for idea management
systems whether should they or should not invade the space of other dedicated
management applications such as project management, or product life cycle management.
The trend among contemporary applications seems to evolve towards complex solutions
delivered by one vendor that span the entire life-cycle presented here. The support for the
first three life cycle stages is standard among most of the applications on the market
whereas many systems already start to cover the idea implementation phase as CEOs
often mention the need for idea management as one complete and repeatable process
(Turrell, 2008).
In our opinion, while extending the scope of idea management is important, the
research and improvement of the already covered phases should not be neglected. There
is still a lot to be achieved in the idea generation, improvement and selection stages.
Surely, among others, the aforementioned problems of data volume and redundancy
should be addressed and worked on.
Finally, regardless of the direction that shall be taken, the results of market analysis
(Gartner, 2010) allow to conclude that the improving establishment of idea management
systems on the market is a testament to the increasing role of web communities in
innovation.
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